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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 83 
A customer has a new Power 570 that includes a single 2-port 1 Gbps Integrated Virtual 
Ethernet adapter (IVE). The server is in the Manufacturing Default Configuration 
(MDC). The customer notes that the current configuration of the ports of the IVE has the 
value of "Multiple Core Scaling" (MCS) set to 4, and the value of "Promiscuous LPAR" 
is set to the default MDC partition. The customer wants to create eight partitions and 
provide them with concurrent access to external networks. However, when the customer 
attempts to map the Logical Host Ethernet Adapters (LHEA) ports for each LPAR to the 
physical ports of the IVE, there are only two logical ports available for use. What can the 
customer do to overcome this limitation? 

A. Use the Hardware Management Console (HMC) to set the MCS value to two for the 
IVE. 
B. Use the Advanced System Management Interface (ASMI) to disable MDC and use the 
HMC to set the MCS value to eight for the IVE. 
C. Use the Hardware Management Console (HMC) to remove the MDC partition and set 
the MCS value to two and the Promiscuous LPAR to "None". 
D. Use the Hardware Management Console (HMC) to remove the MDC partition and set 
the MCS value to eight for the IVE and the Promiscuous LPAR to "None". 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 84 

Which IOS command shows the detailed error report?
 

A. errpt -A 
B. errpt -a 
C. errlog -a 
D. errlog -ls 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 85 
A customer has a system with a number of LPARs, one of which is running a supported 
version of Linux. Which CLI command can an administrator use to display the CPU and 
memory resource allocation of the Linux partition? 
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A. cat /proc/usr/lparchk 
B. cat /proc/ppc64/lparcfg 
C. /var/adm/tools/res_list  
D. /var/adm/tools/lparalloc 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 86 
Which IOS command does an administrator use to report a cross partition global view of 
system performance? 

A. cecstat -p 
B. iosperf -C 
C. topas -cecdisp 
D. topas_nmon -cec 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 87 
A customer has a Power 570 with 50 LPARs. An administrator is asked if it's possible to 
add 2 additional LPARs, each with 2 processors (desired). Using the Hardware 
Management Console (HMC), the administrator checks the 570's processor usage and the 
machine is fully allocated. All LPARs are running AIX 6.1. The administrator believes 
there is idle capacity to satisfy this entitlement. Which of the following methods could be 
used to determine if any partition continuously has excess capacity? 

A. Log in to one LPAR and check the CEC usage viatopas -C. 
B. Log in to each LPAR and check the current usage viatopas -m. 
C. Log in to one LPAR and configuretopas recording via smitty topas. 
D. Log in to each LPAR and check the CEC historical usage viatopas -m. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 88 
On a Hardware Management Console (HMC) at version 7, an administrator has an LPAR 
defined with a minimum of 4GB of memory, 6GB desired and a maximum of 16 GB of 
memory. The administrator wants to go from 5 GB to 8 GB assigned memory for this 
partition. In order to make the change, what value should the administrator enter into the 
add processor resources window? 
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A. 2 
B. 3 
C. 4 
D. 8 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 89 
An administrator wants to create a private network across two existing LPARs on a single 
Power server. How can this be achieved quickly with minimal downtime? 

A. Create a network path for each LPAR. The path should use the VIO server to keep the 
packets within the frame. 
B. Use DLPAR to create a virtual Ethernet adapter in each LPAR, runcfgmgr to 
configure the virtual adapters, and create an SEA using these two adapters. 
C. Use DLPAR to create a virtual Ethernet adapter on each LPAR with the same PVID, 
runcfgmgr to configure the virtual adapters, and assign them IP addresses on a private 
subnet. 
D. Use the VIO server on the Power server to assign a virtual Ethernet adapter to each 
LPAR, runcfgmgr to configure the virtual adapters, and assign them IP addresses on a 
private subnet. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 90 
In order for DLPAR operations to be possible, the RMC daemons on the Hardware 
Management Console (HMC) must communicate with the RMC daemons on all of the 
LPARs involved. How can the RMC daemons be restarted on the HMC, causing the least 
disruption? 

A. Run "/usr/sbin/rsct/bin/rmcctrl z" as hscroot. 
B. Reboot the HMC, either through the GUI or via the command line. 
C. Disable and re-enable RMC in the Firewall settings in the HMC GUI. 
D. Select the "Partition Communication" checkbox in the LAN Adapter dialogue box. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 91 
An administrator wants to know what version of VIOS is running on their server. Which 
of the following commands will show the VIOS version? 
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A. oslevel 
B. ioslevel 
C. oslevel -s 
D. ioslevel -v 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 92 
After the installation of the VIO server is complete, the lspv command is run: 
$ lspv 
NAME PVID VG STATUS 
hdisk0 00cbd12ec5cd278c rootvg active hdisk1 00cbd12e43448add None 
hdisk0 and hdisk1 are both internal disks of the same size. What are the correct steps to 
mirror rootvg to hdisk1 and reboot the VIOS partition without further user intervention? 

A. mirrorios rootvg hdisk1shutdown -Fr 
B. extendvg rootvg hdisk1mirrorios hdisk1 
C. extendvg rootvg hdisk1mirrorios -f hdisk1 
D. extendvg rootvg hdisk1mirrorios rootvg hdisk1 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 93 

Which of the following can be used to restore a VIO server from a backup image?
 

A. Runinstallios on the HMC. 
B. Restore the vg files from the VIO server 
C. Restore from the NIM master running on the HMC. 
D. Reboot from VIO media and select 'restore from backup'. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 94 
Which one of these statements is true regarding hot pluggable PCIe and PCI-X slots in a 
Power 550? 

A. Cards can be added and then enabled via Hardware Management Console (HMC) GUI 
or command line. 
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B. The HMC allows access to the Advanced System Management Interface (ASMI), 
where the slots can be managed. 
C. If the empty slot was already allocated to an LPAR, the LPAR can use the card after 
thecfgmgr script has been run. 
D. The Hardware Management Console (HMC) GUI can guide a customer through the 
process of adding a card to an empty slot. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 95 

All the physical adapters contained in an LPAR are defined in the profile as desired. 

What steps must be performed to enable Live Partition Mobility (LPM)? 


A. Remove all physical adapters from the profile of the mobile partition. Reboot the 
mobile partition. 
B. Move the physical adapters to the VIO server using DLPAR. Run the Partition 
Mobility validation process. 
C. Remove all physical devices, along with their children, using thermdev command. 
Remove all physical adapters from the mobile partition using DLPAR. 
D. Remove all physical adapters from the profile of the mobile partition. Shut down the 
mobile partition. Activate the mobile partition with the modified profile. 

Answer: C 
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